The Windsor Lo-Profile (LP) series cabinets feature a blow molded cabinet and two injection molded covers designed to leave the valve exposed for easy adjustment and viewing. The cabinet design also allows the valve to be oriented to fit the installation: to the front, back, left or right. Available in three models, the cabinets are sized to fit 18”, 24” and 35” tall mineral tanks without a base.

Their unique design makes the Windsor LP series easy to assemble, reducing labor costs. The cabinet body features a molded push-up that holds the bottom of the mineral tank in place without the need for a retaining plate. The top of the cabinet allows the neck of the mineral tank to snap into place, securing it for shipment.

The large salt port opening allows easy filling of rock or block salt. The injection molded salt port lid is easy to handle and locks securely in place.

Cabinets are available in almond or white with brown or black covers. An optional injection molded grid is also available.

Optional Injection Molded Grid

Please specify mineral tank and brine well diameter size when ordering.
The Windsor LP-18 Cabinet accepts 18” tall mineral tanks less base.

Resin Capacity:
8 x 18 Mineral Tank (full): 0.47 ft³ • 8 x 18 (50% freeboard): 0.31 ft³

Salt Capacity:
Cabinet salt capacity: 125 lbs. • Cabinet salt capacity with grid: 100 lbs.

Order Numbers
- G2726LP Windsor LP-18 Almond/Brown Covers
- G2726LP-01 Windsor LP-18 Almond/Black Covers
- G2727LP Windsor LP-18 White/Brown Covers
- G2727LP-01 Windsor LP-18 White/Black Covers

The Windsor LP-24 Cabinet accepts 24” tall mineral tanks less base.

Resin Capacity:
7 x 24 Mineral Tank (full): 0.51 ft³ • 7 x 24 (50% freeboard): 0.34 ft³

Salt Capacity:
Cabinet salt capacity: 175 lbs. • Cabinet salt capacity with grid: 150 lbs.

Order Numbers
- G2729LP Windsor LP-24 Almond/Brown Covers
- G2729LP-01 Windsor LP-24 Almond/Black Covers
- G2730LP Windsor LP-24 White/Brown Covers
- G2730LP-01 Windsor LP-24 White/Black Covers

The Windsor LP-35 Cabinet accepts 35” tall mineral tanks less base.

Resin Capacity:
10 x 35 Mineral Tank (full): 1.36 ft³ • 10 x 35 (50% freeboard): 1.0 ft³

Salt Capacity:
Cabinet salt capacity: 250 lbs. • Cabinet salt capacity with grid: 225 lbs.

Salt capacities are greater when using 7”, 8” and 9” diameter mineral tanks.

Please Note: The LP cabinet base and covers are shipped separately. Cabinet bases are packaged one per box. LP covers are packaged 20 sets per box. LP-18 and LP-24 cabinets are not stocked in all colors. Please consult the Sales Department for minimum order quantities.
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